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Abstract

A column of a laser-produced plasma is successfully made

in a uniform magnetic field. The radius of the column

increases and then decreases (bouncing motion). On the surface

of this plasma column, where the steep density gradient exists

with the scale length shorter than the ion Larmor radius, an

azimuthal modulation appears in the plasma luminosity. This is

indicative of the flute-like instability with the azimuthal

o OH

wave number; k± <v> 4x10 B ' (in the MKSA system of units) .

The dispersion equation based on the linearized Vlasov equation

with the local approximation is derived and the occurrence of

the lower-hybrid-drift instability is predicted. A fairly good

agreement between the theory and experiments is seen.



1. Introduction

Plasma is produced by focusing a laser light across the

uniform magnetic field on a solid target. This laser-produced

plasma is apt to escape across the magnetic field by the ExB

drift motion, which originates from the out-burst of the

2)plasma into one direction across the magnetic field. When

there is no out-burst of the plasma, and when a plasma blob

which has a good cylindrical symmetry in the plane perpen-

dicular to the applied uniform magnetic field is obtained,

the diamagnetic current can flow along the surface of a plasma

column perpendicular to the magnetic field. This diamagnetic

current interacts with the surrounding magnetic field and the

movement of the plasma^cross the magnetic field can be

suppressed.

In the early phase of the plasma production, this plasma

blob which has a very large beta-value expands in the magnetic

field almost freely. When the beta-value decreases and

approaches unity, the expansion perpendicular to the magnetic

field is decelerated, while the expansion in the direction

along the magnetic field is not affected, so that the plasma

blob elongates along the magnetic field.

It will be convenient to shov; some approximate parameter

dependences of the behaviour of the plasma column in analytical

expressions. This is obtained by assuming the spherical

symmetry and infinite electrical conductivity in the MHD

equations, which will not cause serious errors so long as our



attentions are confined to the time before which the plasma

4)column attains its maximum radius. The time (t ) requiredmax

for a plasma column to reach its maximum radius (r ) when the
max

2 2deceleration [(d r/dt ) ] of the plasma radius becomesmax
maximum, are related to the applied magnetic field by t «

max

Another way of simplification to obtain the analytic

expression of the behaviour of the plasma column is done by

assuming that its motion is restricted to the plane perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field, that is, the cylindrical self-

similarity model. The results become as follows; t <* B ,
J max

rmax * a"1' (d2r/dt2)max * B1-

The theta-pinch plasma is one of the typical examples of

the high-beta plasma and has been studied from the nuclear

fusion interest. In the early stages of the theta-pinch

experiments, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability was seen to

destroy the plasma macroscopically and hindered it to be

confined in the magnetic field. ' As the temperature of the

plasma is increased, however, this unstable mode with higher
7 8)

mode number is stabilized ' by the mechanism of the finite-

Larmor radius stabilization. While the macroscopic instability

has been overcome, the microscopic instabilities has come to be

studied in relation to such problems as the anomalous heating

of electrons and ions ' and anomalously rapid penetration

12)
of the magnetic field into the plasma. Various unstable

modes and their quasi-linear effects have been proposed to

explain the experimentally observed phenomena. At present, it



is considered to be necessary to take into account of not only

one unstable mode but multiple modes to explain the experi-

mental results. Each of these modes interacts with the plasma

in its own way and alters the states of the plasma self-

consistently which evolves in space and time . In this sense,

it will not be easy to single out only one instability and

identify its mode. But recently, the lower-hybrid-drift (LHD)

instability is suggested to be observed directly in the

boundary region between the magnetic field and the plasma of

14)the theta-pinch. The azimuthal modulation of the plasma

luminosity in the plasma-magnetic field boundary region is

observed by framing photographs. Theoretical analyses of above

experiment showed that the LHD instability can occur. The

theoretically derived wave number coincided with the experi-

14)mental result within a factor of 2. The occurrence of the

LHD instability was also suggested by the super-particle

computer simulation. This computer simulation dealt the

plasma which satisfied the time independent Vlasov equation. At

present, it has become possible to study about the instability

phenomena in the plasma that is not under the Vlasov equi-

libria. (The plasma that executes a bouncing motion; a

cylindrical plasma column expands and then shrinks in the

magnetic field.)

Highrbeta plasma can easily be obtained by the laser-

produced plasma and it will be utilized to study the insta-

bility phenomena in the high-beta sheath. In this article, in

addition to the direct experimental evidence for the occurrence



of the instability, the dependence of the instability on the

magnetic field will be shown. The dependence of the instability

on these parameters will be explained by the analysis of the

dispersion equation. This dispersion equation is solved

numerically by taking into account of the behaviour of the

plasma in the magnetic field and the dependence of the plasma

density on the magnetic field strength.



2. Experiments

2.1 Experimental Apparatus

A Nd-glass laser is used to obtain plasmas. This laser has

five amplifiers and a pulse shaper. The pulse width is variable

from 10 to 100 ns and the output energy is 100 J.

The vacuum chamber is made of stainless-steel cylinder

with 40 cm diameter and 45 cm height, and many windows for

observation are j.rovided. This vacuum chamber is evacuated to

0.8 ^ 5*10~ Torr by a rotary-pump (500 1/min) and an oil-

diffusion-pump (1300 1/sec).

A pair of 200-turns coils with 100 mm inner bore and

spaced 58 mm between them are placed in the vacuum chamber

coaxially. The plasma produced is observed through the spacing

and inner bore of two.coils. This coil system can produce

nearly a uniform magnetic field of maximum 1.5 T with the

spatial uniformity of 5 % over the range of 10 cm along the

coil axis. By the use of a crowbar circuit, the magnetic field

is maintained within 2 % error for the time duration of 1

us, which is much longer than the plasma phenomena observed.

2.2 The EXB Drift and Its Elimination

When the target is thick and is not completely burnt by

the laser light, the plasma is blown off into the normal

direction of the target surface and escapes across the magnetic

field. This is seen by a streak photograph in Fig.l(a). The

plasma blob is seen to be ejected from the target with the
A

speed of 3x10 m/s and to collide with inner walls of



magnetic field coils 5 cm apart from the point of plasma

production 2 ys after the laser irradiation. The reason why

the plasma blob is seen to split in two parts after colliding

inner walls of coils is that the magnetic field coil consists

of a pair of coils with 5.8 cm spacing. The plasma that

collide with the coil situated farther from the streak camera

is photographed nearer to the target and the plasma that

collide with the nearer coil to the streak camera is photo-

graphed farther from the target. The electric field across the

plasma blob was measured by placing a double probe in the

4plasma stream. The measured drift velocity of 3x10 m/s

coincides with the value calculated from the measured electric

field of 3><104 V/m and the magnetic field of 0.9 T. In this

case, the target is thick (500 ym diameter aluminum wire) and

the laser used to produce the plasma is 2 J ruby laser.

The case that the plasma produced from thinner, target (100

ym aluminum wire) is shown by a streak photograph in Fig.l(b).

The photograph was taken looking downward along z-axis.

Contrary to the case shown in Fig.l(a) (in which a thick target

was used), plasma blob is not seen to escape across the

magnetic field.

2.3 Macroscopic Structure and the Behaviour of a Plasma Column

The size of the plasma column is known by measuring the

magnetic field produced by the diamagnetic current flowing

around a plasma column. Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution

of the magnetic field produced by the diamagnetic current



measured at (a) 0 cm and (b) 2.5 cm from the target along

the magnetic field around the time when the value of the

excluded magnetic flux becomes maximum (about 100 ns from the

production of the plasma). On the abscissa, the ratio of the

diamagnetic field to the externally applied uniform magnetic

field is plotted against the radial co-ordinate r (the

distance from the target perpendicular to the magnetic field).

The signs + and ° signify that the magnetic field produced by

the plasma is directed to the same and opposite direction to

the applied uniform magnetic field, respectively. The solid

lines show the magnetic field produced by a cylindrical current

that fits the experimental values the best. The length of this

cylinder along the magnetic field is 3cm. The size and the

structure of the plasma column perpendicular to the externally

applied uniform magnetic field is known by an image converter

camera, which observes the plasma mainly by All-Ill line

radiations. In Fig.3, an end-on framing photograph (optical

axis of a camera is parallel to the axis of a pair of coils) of

a plasma blob is shown. The laser output energy and the full

width at the half maximum pulse width are 30 J and 20 ns,

respectively and the exposure time is 10 ns. In this framing

photograph, two bright regions are seen. One is a central part

(core), the other one is a ring shaped outer part (shell), and

between them is recognized darker part. A regular modulation in

the plasma luminosity (striation) is seen in the shell.

Temporally, the radius of the shell is seen to increase

and then decrease. Acceleration of this bouncing motion is



12 2deduced to be -2x10 m/s at the time when the plasma column

has the maximum radius. In order to show the bouncing motion,

the diameter of the plasma column obtained from the framing

photographs are plotted against the time from the production of

the plasma (Fig.4(a)). The applied uniform magnetic field is

1.3 T. The diameter of the plasma column is seen to increase

until about 150 ns after the plasma production and then

decrease.

The plasma column is observed to have a steep density

gradient at its periphery by the Thomson scattering measure-

17) 2
ments; (grad n )/i* ^ 3x10 /m. The maximum electron density

21 3
and the temperature in the shell region is n ^ 5^10 /m
and T ^ 100 eV, respectively.

2.4 Observation of an Instability

From some of the end-on framing photographs, an azimuthal

modulation of the plasma luminosity (flute-like striation) in

the shell region (Fig.3) is seen to grow on the half side of a

plasma column irradiated by the laser light about the time when

the radius of the plasma column attains its maximum. Azimuthal

wave number kA of this striation is known by measuring the

azimuthal interval of the striations. For the striations are

observed by end-on photographs, these striations should be

flute-like mode. (The axial wave number should satisfy the
2

condition, k,, ̂  2*10 /m, when the length of the plasma column

is 3 cm.) The requirement that the striation should not blurr

in the exposure time t by the propagation of the wave in



the azimuthal direction, imposes the following condition on the

azimuthal phase velocity v ; v < 1.5*10 m/s.

Though the striation develops rapidly, it saturates or

disappears as the plasma column decreases its diameter. Plasma

column is not destroyed by above striation. The temporal

development of the spatial fluctuation in the luminosity with

the azimuthal wave number kx = 2 ̂  6x10 /m is plotted in

Fig.4(b). The difference between the maximum and the minimum

luminosities 61 normalized by the azimuthally averaged

luminosity I are plotted on the ordinate. For the case of the

plasma produced in the uniform magnetic field of 1.3 T, above

fluctuation is not seen until about 100 ns after the

production of the plasma. After about 110 ns, the shell is

seen to appear around the plasma column and the fluctuation in

the luminosity in the shell region increases rapidly. The

growth time of the instability is seen to be shorter than 10

ns (at the onset of the instability). Therefore, the growth

rate of the observed instability satisfies the condition

Y > 108/s .

The azimuthal wave number kx of the instability was

measured by varying the strength of the externally applied

uniform magnetic field. Wave numbers were determined from

framing photographs. At that time, computer aided image

processing system has been used. The values of the azimuthal

wave number kx are plotted in Fig.5 for the given magnetic

field strength B. A power curve fitting was done to yield kj_

= 4xlO3 B



3. Theoretical Analyses

3.1 Theoretical Considerations

When the electrons and ions impinge into the plasma —

magnetic field boundary region (high-beta sheath), the ions get

ahead of the electrons. Because, the electrons are bent by the

magnetic field more easily than the ions. Thus, strong alectric

field due to the charge separation appears in the sheath. This

electric field acts to repel the ions and when the force on the

ions by this electric field is stronger than the force by the

magnetic field, the width of the sheath can become shorter than

18)the ion Larmor radius. Garwin et al has revealed that this

sheath width can be as short as the hybrid Larmor radius

/rL-rL for the collisionless plasma. This thickness has been

derived by taking into account of the profile of the attenuated

magnetic field into the plasma self-consistently. But in

reality, collisions, whether it is classical or anomalous,

broaden the sheath width. In our present case, the sheath width

h- 3 mm) is thicker than the hybrid Larmor thickeness (less

than 1 mm) for the ions with the kinetic energy of 1 keV and

the electrons with the temperature of 100 eV.

The equation of force-balance on the ions becomes as

follows;

nimi(dui/dt) = n.^E - grad pi . (1)

Now, the influence of the magnetic field, which has been

neglected in Eq.(1), is estimated. At first, we must notice the

fact that the thickness of the shell region is about 3 mm,

10



which was observed on the framing photographs by the line radi-

ations of Al and Al ions. When singly- or doubly-

charged aluminum ion impinges into this high density region

21 3(n ^ 5x10 /m ) with the maximum expanding velocity of the

plasma blob (̂  0.7><10 m/s) , the mean free path of the ions

becomes longer than 1 cm even if field particles are multiply

charged to Z ^ 11. Therefore, ions can not be stopped in this

sheath region by the Coulomb collisions. Moreover, as the ion

Larmor radius is 1 cm for the doubly-charged aluminum ion

with v = 0.7x10J m/s, a strong electric field satisfying the

condition |E| .>> |v x B| must exist to maintain an observed

thin shell structure. Approximate value of this electric field

is estimated from Eq. (1) to be -5><10 V/m by using experi-

mentally observed value of du./dt. (The second term in Eq.(1)

has comparatively small contribution.)

Contrary to the ions, electrons are strongly magnetized;

the electron Larmor radius rL (̂  3*10" m for T ^ 100 eV

and B ^ 1 T) is much smaller than the scale length for the

density gradient (̂  3x10 m). For the magnetic field of about

1 T, electrons have the drift velocity (vw ^ 5xio m/s) smaller
r*

than the thermal velocity (s ^ 6x10 m/s). The collision time
— 8T and the Larmor gyration time 2-iT/ft̂  are 5x10 s and 4x

10" 1 1 s, respectively, for n e ^ 5xio /m and Tg ^ 100 eV.

Electrons are considered to be collisionless over the growth

— 8time of the instability (shorter than 10 s by the
_9

experimental observation and 10 s from the theoretical

calculation). Therefore, the behaviour of electrons may be

described by the Vlasov equation.

11



The procedures of obtaining the dispersion equation from

the linearized Vlasov equation are shown in Ref.19), in which

the local approximation is utilized. In this reference, the

ions are assumed to trace the straight orbits. That is valid

when the change of the velocity during the growth time 1/y of

the instability is far smaller than the speed v. of the ions

when they plunge into the sheath, that is, qE/dny) << v..

Different from ions, electrons are treated to describe the

gyrating orbit modified by the ExB and gradient-B drift

motions.

3.2 Numerical Analyses

When the force on the ions due to the electric field is

stronger than the force due to the magnetic field and e =

e1 , where e1 = {grad n.)/n. and e = (grad n )/n ,n n i 1 n e e

respectively, the electric field E in the sheath region can

be known via the force balance equation for the ions,

0 = minig + n.^E - grad p± (2)

The coordinate system is on the surface of the plasma, which

has the acceleration -g. The parameter e_ [= (grad B)/B] can

be known by using the force balance equation of the electrons.

0 = n
e
m e g + ne qe E " g r a d pe " g r a d PB ' (3)

where p and p_ signify the pressure of electrons and thee a

magnetic field, respectively. From Eqs.(2) and (3), typical

values of these parameters E and E. are calculated to be
a

12



5 2
E 'v -5x10 V/m and E_ ̂  3x10 /m by using the measured

Q

parameters of n , e , g, T and B and by assuming T. and

eT; ne ^ 3xlO
21/m3, en ^ -3xlO

2/m, g ̂  2xlO12 m/s2, B ̂  1 T,
T ^ 1x10 eV, T. ̂  1x10 eV an.d £„ = 0/m. In the numericale i I

analyses, E has been determined from Eq.(2) for given £e , g

and assumed T.. In order to see the dependence of the

instability on the only one parameter, the numerical analyses

are carried out by changing the value of the parameter

regardless of Eq.(3). The results are shown in Fig.6 ^ 9. (The

values of w, y and k^ that maximize y are plotted for one

parameter in the abscissa, where w, y and k^ denote the

frequency, growth rate and the azimuthal wave number of the

instability, respectively.) The calculations are done for the

aluminum plasma (A = 27) . Figure 6 shows that kA decreases as

g increases. Fictitious gravity dependence of the instability

comes from the dependence of the electron drift velocity on the

electric field of charge separation caused by g. Figure 7

shows that kx increases as e increases. In Fig.8, values

of k± are plotted for E B > Figure 9 shows that kx is

proportional to the magnetic field B. Parameters that do not

appear in the abscissa are assumed to take the values mentioned

before except E_ = 0.a

So far, the parameters have been considered to be inde-

pendent with each other except the electric field E, which has

been determined from the ion fluid force balance equation

Eq.(2). But in reality, there exist some relations among

parameters. From Ref.(17), the magnetic field dependence of the

electron density is written approximately as follows;

13



ne = 3xlO
21 B2 (4)

(in the MKSA system of units).

The dependence of the acceleration of the radius of the plasma

column on the applied uniform magnetic field is written as

follows; '

g = 2xlO12 B 2 / 3 * X (5)

(in the MKSA system of units).

Following approximate relations have been obtained from the

numerical analyses of the dispersion equation; k_,_ = e ' , k±
-1/2

= g and k± <* B. Main terms in the ion force balance

equation Eq.(2) yield, |n.m.g| % |n.q.E|. Main terms in the

electron force balance equation Eq.(3) yield |n q E| ^
2

|B £ /\in\ . By using Eq. (4) , following relation is obtained; e c

g. From Eq. (5), we can obtain g « B , where a = 2/3 ^ 1.

These relations yield kx = B
b, where 0.8 < b < 0.9. When

12 2/3Eqs.(4) and g = 2x10 B ' are used, the numerical calculation

of the magnetic field dependence of the wave number becomes as

is shown in Fig.10. Fitting of this result to the power curve

for 0.5 T < B < 1.3 T yields kj_ = 1.4xlO4 B0*87.

Azimuthal phase velocity is calculated to be v <v

7.3xlO4 m/s for B <v 1 T.

14



4 Comparison Between the Theory and Experiments and

Discussions

The instability observed experimentally on the surface of

the plasma column in the uniform magnetic field (̂  1 T) in the

bouncing phase has the azimuthal wave number kx, the axial

wave number kM, the growth rate y and the azimuthal phase

velocity v , given by

kA <v 3.8 x 10
3 /m

k,, < 2 x io2 /m (6)

y > 2 x 108 /s

v < 1.5 x 10 m/s

On the other hand, corresponding numerical analyses based on

the linearized Vlasov equation have revealed the existence of

the instability with

kx 'v. 1.4 x 10
4 /m

k,, = 0 /m (7)

Y ^ 1.4 x 109 /s
4

v ^ 7.3 x 10 m/s

The experimental results given in expressions (6) are consis-

tent with those given in (7), and the azimuthal wave number is

seen to coincide within a numerical factor of 3.7.

The ratio r, of the azimuthal wave number kx

obtained from the numerical analyses to the experimental one

decreases from 3.7 to 3.3 if we take into account of the

fact that the strength of the magnetic field is weaker in the

plasma.

15



The electromagnetic effect which has been neglected in

this article does not cause serious effect for the present case

(6 - 0.1).20)

In Fig.4(b), in the uniform magnetic field of 1.3 T, the

instability does not appear before about 100 ns after the

formation of the plasma when the diameter of a plasma column

becomes about 1 cm. This result can be discussed in relation

to the effect of the finite beta stabilization of the lower-

hybrid-drift instability. It is reported that the lower-hybrid-

drift instability will be stabilized for 6 > & [Ref.(20)].

Though the value of S depends on the ratios T /T. and
cr e I

v,/s.. Here, v, and s. signify the EXB drift velocity and

ion thermal velocity, respectively, this value is of the order

of unity for T ^ T.. When we assume that the density

distribution is uniform in the plasma blob, the beta-value

becomes unity when the diameter of a plasma column becomes of

the order of 1 cm for the total particle number of 5x10

and T = T.= 100 eV. The precise condition for the lower-

hybrid-drift instability not to occur on the surface of a

plasma column must be determined from the detailed knowledge of

V Te' Ti and 6cr'

16



5 Conclusions

The effusion of the laser produced plasma across the

uniform magnetic field by the E*B drift motion is suppressed

and a nearly cylindrical symmetric plasma column is formed. An

azimuthal modulation of the plasma luminosity which is

indicative of the flute-like instability is observed on the

surface of this plasma column. Theoretical analyses based on

the linearized Vlasov equation with the local approximation

revealed the existence of the instability which is consistent

with the experimental observations by taking into account of

the motion of the plasma column in the uniform magnetic field.

The functional dependence of the azimuthal wave number on the

applied uniform magnetic field strength is given by k^ = B "

froir. the theoretical considerations and kx = B '

from the experiment. The ratio of the theoretically derived

wave number to the experimental one is from 3 to 4.

17
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Streak photographs of the laser produced plasma.

(a) The E*B drift is seen for the thick target (500 ym

aluminum wire target). (b) The ExB drift is suppressed

for the thin target (100 ym aluminum wire target).

Fig.2. The spatial (radial) distribution of the magnetic

field produced by the diamagnetic current measured at (a)

0 cm and (b) 2.5 cm from the target along the magnetic

field. The signs + and ° signify that the magnetic field

produced by the plasma is directed to the same and

opposite direction to the applied uniform magnetic field.

The solid lines show the magnetic field produced by a

cylindrical current that best fits the experimental

values.

Fig.4. An end-on framing photograph of a plasma column (10

ns exposure time). The azimuthal modulation in the plasma

luminosity is seen in the outer bright region on the half

side irradiated by the laser light.

Fig.5. (a) The temporal variation of the diameter of a

plasma column. (b) The temporal development of the

instability.

Fig.5. The dependence of the azimuthal wave number on the

applied uniform magnetic field.

Fig.6. The dependence of the instability on the fictitious

gravity g.

Fig.7. The dependence of the instability on the density

gradient, (e = (grad n)/n)

21



Pig.8. The dependence of the instability on the gradient in

the magnetic field strength. (e_ = (grad B)/B)

Pig.9. The dependence of the instability on the applied

uniform magnetic field.

Fig.10. The dependence of the instability on the applied

uniform magnetic field when the effect of the magnetic

field to the motion and the density of the plasma column

is taken into account.
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